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 Dear Parents,

 

It has certainly been another busy week at Dunannie. It is Mental Health Awareness Week

and we have continued to focus on our Be Value - Be Aware. This week's assembly was all

about gratitude. It was lovely to hear about the different things that the children are thankful

for and they suggested many ways of showing gratitude. So I do hope you have been receiving

lots of hugs, breakfast in bed, and even help with the washing up! One aspect that I personally

have come to be grateful for is how wonderfully well behaved and welcoming our children

have been this week; not only the Year 3s on their trip to Wisley RHS Gardens on Monday but

the whole school during their session with the school photographer – and especially during

our school inspection this week. I’m very proud of how well they represented our school. 

 

Please have a look through the newsletter at all the activities and learning that has taken

place this week from exploring the woods, baking bread, having Larry the tortoise visit Year 2,

being on trips, and planting runner beans in Year 1, as well as producing some fantastic

artwork. I also want to thank all the children who performed in this week's Performance

Platform. Every musician shone and I was very proud of all their efforts. Thank you to my

Friday Performers who shared their musical talents with all the children. 



 
 
 

Our children are often creative thinkers who come up with brilliant ideas to solve quite

complex problems. Our assembly on Friday was run by our Eco Committee who have decided

to use plastic waste to build a sculpture of Alma the polar bear. Jacob has led this initiative and

we can't wait to see the end result!

Next week, Year 1 parents are invited for a Coffee and Chat session at 8.30 am, held in the

Dunannie School Library. I look forward to seeing all those who can attend. On 27th May it's

our Jubilee Fun Run and parents, staff and children are welcome to dress up in any outfit

related to the Jubilee! The FoDs will be sending more information next week regarding

bakesale donations. Please do support the FoDs Summer Social - please find more information

in the newsletter.

Finally thank you for all your support this week and I hope you enjoy your weekend and the

hot weather that’s predicted.

 

Best wishes,

 

Fiona

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



The children checked on the strawberries in the greenhouse this week. They are

beginning to form where the flowers have been, but unfortunately not ready to

eat! We saw tomatoes and sunflowers too. 

NURSERY



Reception have had a wonderful week watching our caterpillars grow. Inspired by ‘The

Hungry Caterpillar’ we thought about healthy eating. We wondered why the caterpillar

got a stomach ache! We made bread rolls and used them to make honey sandwiches from

honey that Ryan at Dunhurst gave us during our visit to ODW. We took our sandwiches

on a brilliant adventure to Itchy Bear Woods where we made dens inspired by ‘Winnie

the Pooh’ and had a picnic… on our way to the woods we were lucky enough to find some

caterpillar eggs. We put them back carefully.

RECEPTION



RECEPTION



RECEPTION



In Science, Year 1 have been looking at how animals are classified, their diets, off-spring

and life-cycles. It is a great time of year to be doing so as the Bedales farm has provided a

hugely rich environment to learn in! They have watched how the piglets still feed from

their mother but the kids are eating the same as theirs and they noticed how any leaves

within reach had been stripped by the goats! 

YEAR 1



YEAR 1
Planning, prepping and planting out! Year 1 got the runner beans into their bed this

week. They used their new multiplication and division skills to work out how many

plants to put at each frame (linking this to multiplication arrays and groupings), tied

knots to secure the frames and made sure the plants were in the best position to

begin their climb. They’ve written some advice on how best to grow beans so ask

away



YEAR 1
In Art, careful observation and concentration has led to incredible sketching!



It’s like a menagerie in

Year 2 this week. The

caterpillars finally arrived

and are eating and

growing fast. The newt

and tadpole are being

closely observed and Larry

the tortoise came to visit

us. What a brilliant way to

learn about the diet of all

these amazing creatures. 

YEAR 2



YEAR 3
Year 3 had the most glorious visit to Wisley Gardens on Monday. The children were

able to see and experience a rainforest and then a desert in the amazing glasshouse.

The children were also able to enjoy being in the incredible vegetable and flower

gardens. 

Back at school, their visit has inspired both art and English lessons. 



YEAR 3



BUSHCRAFT
This week some of Year 3s harvested nettles, learnt about their beneficial

properties in cooking and made a nettle pesto on the campfire. 
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